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ON 3 M A Y 1880 Charles Bradlaugh appeared in the House of Commons to
take his seat as member of Parliament for the Borough of Northampton.
Like all new members he was expected to take the oath of loyalty on the
Bible. Instead he sought leave to make a simple affirmation in the form
long permitted to Quakers, for as a freethinker he considered oaths in the
name of God to be hypocritical. His request was considered unfavourably
by a Select Committee of the House. So Bradlaugh changed his tune, and
declared his willingness to take the oath. The Committee looked even more
unfavourably on this shift of principles. His proffered oath was deemed
unacceptable, and his seat was declared vacant. This drastic decision
became a cause celebre in the radical press. Bradlaugh declared himself a
candidate for the seat, and was re-elected. Once again he was rejected by
the House, and a further election was ordered for the next year.
Thereafter, despite annual elections, the Northampton seat remained
vacant until 1886. In the General Election of that year a Conservative
government was elected, and Bradlaugh must have felt his chance of taking his seat was now forever at an end. On the contrary. The new Speaker
of the House ruled that there was no reason why Bradlaugh should not
take the oath, and he took his seat on 13 January 1886. So concluded five
years in which the Secularists had symbolished tolerance and liberty in
their struggle against the religious prejudices of old England.
In the English colony most distant from Westminster, Bradlaugh's
case attracted considerable attention. Although the Promissory Oaths
Act of 1873 had permitted affirmations in the place of most legal oaths,
the General Assembly still required its members to take the oath of
allegiance. It was therefore natural for liberals to advocate permissive
legislation to cover such cases, although no one had yet refused to swear
the oath. Sir George Grey as the great leader of liberalism made the
move. His bill was introduced to the House of Representatives on 29
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June 1881. It passed all stages in the House but was defeated in the
Legislative Council after criticism of its poor drafting and complaints
that such legislation would endanger the truthfulness of evidence given
under oath. Grey was disappointed, but he telegraphed a pledge to a prominent secularist that he would never rest until an Affirmations Bill had
become law. In 1882 he re-introduced the bill in the House, but a more
extensive government bill covering all oaths was introduced in the
Legislative Council by the Premier, and neither house was willing to
adopt the other's bill. In 1883 a new Affirmations Bill was held up in its
committee stages in the house. Then in the second session of 1884, after
Stout had become Premier, the Affirmations in Lieu of Oaths Extension
Bill passed through all its stages, and on 10 October was enacted without
further discussion.1
The latter half of 1884 was a memorable six months for freethinkers.
On 29 August 1884 after a general election, a change of government had
occurred in New Zealand. Robert Stout, who had been returned as
M.H.R. for Dunedin East, became the new Premier and Minister of
Justice. Julius Vogel was appointed Colonial Treasurer. This bizarre
alliance of an intense liberal with a maverick money-lender seems to have
come about because of their common interest in the waning fortunes of
the Waimea Plains Agricultural Company.2 At the time political
observers were more struck by the well-known fact that neither Stout nor
Vogel was a professing Christian. Vogel was a broad-minded Jew. Stout
was an avowed freethinker, and at Easter that year he had been elected
the first President of the New Zealand Freethought Association. The
Vice-President of that Association was John Ballance, the M.H.R. for
Wanganui, who was in Stout's cabinet as Minister of Defence and
Lands. In the eyes of horror-stricken clerical onlookers, New Zealand
seemed to have cut its Christian roots, and declared itself a pagan nation.
Indeed that was how freethinkers around the world interpreted the
turn of events. New Zealand was the augur of things to come. After he
had entered the House of Commons, Charles Bradlaugh considered the
possibility of a trip to the Antipodes to meet the pioneers of freethinking
politics. 'That', he told a reporter of the Melbourne Age, 'is the chief
pleasure I promise myself — to see Mr Stout.' 3 Another English
freethinker wrote to Ballance: 'I am glad to understand there is so much
greater freedom for opinions in New Zealand than here, that what are
called heterodox, do not stand as an insuperable obstacle to high office

1 New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (NZPD) 1881, 38, pp.249, 403, 459, 485, 505-8;
1882, 41, pp.6, 10, 45, 196-9, 247, 249, 397, 671-7; 1882, 42, pp.241, 266, 567-70; 1883,
44, pp.51-52, 331; 1883, 45, p. 181; 1884, 48, pp.68, 364; 1884, 49, pp.154, 172, 295, 342.
See Echo, 6 August 1881, p.2; Rationalist, I, 16 (11 October 1885), p.5.
2 See D. A. Hamer, 'The Agricultural Company and New Zealand Politics 1877-1886',
Historical Studies Australia & New Zealand, X (1962), pp. 141-64.
3 New Zealand Herald (NZH), 10 April 1886, p.5.
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in the Chief Council of the Country.'4
There is some evidence that the Stout-Vogel cabinet did take a different attitude on religious issues from its predecessors. When on Sunday
7 December 1885 the Masterton police confiscated the takings from the
sale of seats at a Freethought meeting, because this allegedly contravened
the law against Sunday trading, Stout promptly used his authority as
Minister of Justice to order them to drop the case and return the money.
Despite criticism from the New Zealand Herald that Stout was
'shielding' Freethought lecturers and encouraging them to break the law,
there were no further prosecutions of this kind.5
Now Stout was, during the early stages of his career, very much a
Dunedin citizen, and his religious views were no secret in that southern
bastion of Presbyterianism. In the early 1880s, as President and regular
lecturer for the Dunedin Freethought Association, he was the bete noire
of the local clergy. Yet that reputation seems to have done him no harm.
He had an assured place among the liberal elite of Otago society, and
even those who attacked his beliefs took care to express respect for his
political genius.6 Another well-known Dunedin freethinker came top of
the poll in the School Committee election, despite a great deal of
religiously inspired mud-slinging.7 On the whole a secularist reputation
seems to have been a positive advantage in a political community anxious
to avoid sectarian divisions. It is the high reputation of freethinkers in
Victorian New Zealand, supposedly so puritan in its outlook as a colony,
which this article aims to explore.
Freethought was in the first place an import from England. It appeared in this country, as did the religious denominations, as part of the
baggage of settlers. In some ways it was slower to appear than might
have been anticipated. For the first significant secularist to take up
residence in New Zealand did not show much enthusiasm about establishing a freethinking society. Charles Southwell (1814-1860) had
developed his religious views while serving as a Co-operative missionary
in the 1840s. In 1841 he issued a magazine, the Oracle of Reason, which attacked Christianity in rather vitriolic terms. The leading historian of
Freethought in England describes Southwell as 'a combination of ability,
energy, enthusiasm and down-right crudity'.8 No doubt it was the last of
these which led to Southwell's arrest and imprisonment for blasphemy.
But Southwell was also a reasoner and an individualist, who declined to

4 Ballance Letters No.706, cited by J. Mackey, The Making of a State Education
System: the passing of the New Zealand Education Act, 1877, London, 1967, p. 166.
5 NZPD, 1885, 53, p.671; NZH, 1 October 1885, p.4.
6 See I. Selby, Hinemoa . . . [and] Memories of Maori/and, Melbourne, 1925, p.77;
W. Gillies, The Harmony of the Gospel Narratives, Timaru, [1881], p.3; N.P.J., A Letter
to Robert Stout Esq., Nelson, 1882, p.l; E. Whitehouse, Freethought, Two Lectures,
Patea, [1885], p.iv.
7 Echo, 14 January 1882, p.2; 22 January 1881, p.2.
8 E. Royle, Victorian Infidels, Manchester, 1974, p.96.
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follow the secularist bandwaggon. Eventually he became convinced that
atheism was as unreasonable as Christianity, and that the other great
leader of the secularists at the time, G. J. Holyoake, was irrational in his
anti-Christian crusade. Consequently Southwell offered his oratorical
abilities to acting and the theatre. In 1855 he emigrated to Melbourne,
and made a name for himself as a lecturer at the Mechanics Institute and
then stood for the Victoria Legislative Council on a Chartist ticket. Unfortunately his chances were spoilt when the Melbourne Age made public
Southwell's freethinking past, and in disappointment he returned to the
theatre. It was as a member of Foley's Theatrical Company that
Southwell made his first appearance in Auckland in January 1856. However he decided to stay, began giving lectures, and then threw his energies
into the publication of The Examiner, a weekly which aimed to be 'an
honest newspaper, a newspaper far beyond cliques and uninfluenced by
coteries'. Southwell did not use the Examiner to push Freethought, but
he did warn his readers that his columns would not be popular with
'religious hypocrites'. Church scandals were given suitably entertaining
treatment, and state aid for denominational schools was criticised, but
the newspaper had a political rather than a religious reputation. It ceased
publication in July 1860. Three weeks later Southwell himself died of
tuberculosis.9
In his History of Co-operation G. J . Holyoake lamented that his onetime rival should have ended his days editing a Wesleyan newspaper,
although he generously allowed that Southwell 'probably never professed to be a Wesleyan . . . they took his silence for consent'. It was a
nasty story, with not a grain of truth in it. All one may note is that the
one-time atheist showed a surprising willingness to co-operate with
Christians, and that he did not lift a finger to assist when a Scottish
emigrant, Archibald Campbell, made the first of several attempts to
found an Auckland Secular Society. Campbell and his dozen supporters
paid for the erection of a tombstone for Southwell, but its inscription
gave no hint of the one-time martyr's religious convictions.10
It was not in Auckland but in Dunedin that Freethought first made its
public appearance in the colony. This may seem surprising, for that town
had a reputation for strict and dour Presbyterian orthodoxy. Yet there is

9 See H. H. Pearce, 'Charles Southwell in Australia and New Zealand', New Zealand
Rationalist, XVIII-XIX (May 1957-September 1958); and H. F. Wood, 'Charles
Southwell. Freethinker and Humanist', New Zealand Rationalist and Humanist (August
1957), pp.9-10, from which citations from the Examiner have been drawn. See also G.
Stein, Freethought in the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth: a descriptive
bibliography, Westport, 1981, pp.28-29, 123.
10 See Royle, Victorian Infidels, pp.127, 315, and Holyoake, History of Co-Operation,
London, 1906, I, pp.234-5 which is a slightly modified version of the 1875 edition cited by
Royle. H. H. Pearce in his article is eager to rebut Holyoake. He is able to refute the
Wesleyan legend, (as did Freethought Review, I, 2 (November 1883), pp.7-8), but there are
some problems in seeing Southwell as an ardent freethinker while he was in Auckland, as
Pearce does.
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something rather dour about Freethought itself, and Dunedin was certainly the one town in New Zealand which was of sufficient size, cultural
diversity, and intellectual seriousness to facilitate intense discussion on
religious truths. Above all it was a genuine urban community. It is
significant that the forerunner to Secularism in Dunedin was a Mutual
Improvement Society founded in 1865 by a group of assistant grocers,
among them W. M. Bolt, a very intellectually aware and politically astute
storeman who eventually was elected to several public offices." Two
years after the foundation of this Society, a more broadly based Dunedin
Mutual Improvement Association was established. It was about this time
that a young radical by the name of Robert Stout became involved. Stout
had come to Dunedin in 1863 from the Shetland Islands, a precocious
nineteen-year-old who had already abandoned Presbyterianism for Darwinian philosophy.12 In 1869 he had begun a weekly newspaper, the
Echo, which revealed his considerable talents, and his willingness to go
against the mainstream in search of intellectual truth. His newspaper
soon became involved in a fierce local debate about Spiritualism.
Spiritualist experiments first took place in the city in 1870, and
Spiritualism was hailed by some as a scientific and modern spirituality.
Such tolerance and eclecticism were intolerable to the orthodox, and
some churches excommunicated members involved in seances.13 The
Spiritual Investigation Society was more than a spiritualist society and its
lecturers encouraged open challenges to traditional views of a diverse
range of issues.
Then in 1876 Charles Bright, an Australian Freethought lecturer,
made a tour through New Zealand, and it was in Dunedin that he received
his most attentive hearing. He began to draw crowds of up to 3000 people
to Sunday night lectures in the canvas tent of Wilson's circus. On
30 March 1876 an Eclectic Society was formed, which brought together a
variety of uncommitted spiritualists and freethinkers. In 1878 Bright
came back to Dunedin and preached his gospel there for an entire year.14
Finally the Eclectic Society changed its name to the Dunedin Freethought
Association, and Robert Stout, who was elected President of the
Association, recommenced the Echo explicitly as a journal of
Freethought ideas. A series of public lectures was held, and the local
clergy were soon outraged at Stout's lectures against biblical inspiration

11 See Dictionary of New Zealand Biography (DNZB), ed. G. H. Scholefield, Wellington,
1940, I, pp.76-77.
12 See D. A. Hamer, 'The Law and the Prophet: a political biography of Sir Robert Stout
(1844-1930)', M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1960, pp.2-3, 10, 11, 46; D. H. Bray,
'The Place of Sir Robert Stout in New Zealand Social History', M.A. thesis, Victoria
University, 1958; W. H. Dunn & I. L. M. Richardson, Sir Robert Stout: a biography, Wellington, 1961, pp.86-88.
13 See Echo, 19 February 1870; 6 August 1870; 8 October 1870; Stein, Bibliography,
p.123.
14 See Freethought (Sydney), II, 2 (25 March 1880), pp.85ff; Profanum Vulgus, 'Early
Dunedin Freethought', N.Z. Rationalist (April 1939-August/September 1940).
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and the historicity of Jesus' resurrection. In 1882 a substantial Lyceum
was erected by the Society.'5
Within a few years similar associations had emerged in towns all over
the country. Each Society held a Sunday night 'service' in a local theatre,
advertised with slogans like 'Jesus shown to be a fraud', 'Biblical Contradictions', 'The Immorality of the Bible', or 'The Barbarity of
Catholicism'. Sometimes the speaker just re-iterated points from one of
Bradlaugh's or Holyoake's books, but an effective speaker could draw
quite a crowd, for the New Zealand public enjoyed hearing criticism of
orthodoxy and the establishment. In the early days it was fairly easy to
inflame some clergyman to preach in reaction to the announced subject,
and then get a debate going in the newspaper, or even better, in a public
hall.16 Freethought speakers often used strong language and made coarse
jokes at the expense of the churches, but they also commented on serious
scientific, philosophical and phenomenological issues which had consequences for religion. To lighten the tone, and in imitation of their competitors for the working-class audience, the churches and the music halls,
they also sought to lighten their programme with secular hymns and
musical items. A string band played regularly at the Wanganui Society.17
There were about thirty societies, but the significant ones were in the
larger towns of New Zealand. In Christchurch a large Society was
established in 1881 under the presidency of William T. Pratt, the original
owner of what became Ballantyne's drapery shop. Freethought was not
welcomed by everyone in a city like Christchurch, and no bookseller would
agree to stock their literature.18 However Pratt had access to a hall in
Worcester Street which seated 150 persons, and this was regularly Filled."
The Society lasted longer than any of its equivalents elsewhere. In large
part its survival was due to the arrival in the city in 1890 of William
Whitehouse Collins (1855-1923), and the welcome which he received
there. As the grandson of John Collins, the Birmingham shoemaker and
prominent 'Christian Chartist', W. W. Collins was a man familiar with
the necessity of fighting for one's convictions. He had intended to enter
the Baptist ministry, but had instead entered the commercial world, and
linked up with Charles Bradlaugh's National Secular Society. In 1885 he
was sent out by Bradlaugh to Melbourne as a Secularist missionary. His
five years in Victoria stirred up considerable controversy, even among
freethinkers, but the people of Christchurch soon recognised his for-

15 See Echo, 15 October 1881, p.2, for a general account of the history of the Society.
There is scope for further research in several of the issues raised here.
16 See R. Stout, Inspiration, [Dunedin, 1880], and R. Stout, The Resurrection of Christ,
a reply to Messers Brunton and Forlong, Dunedin, 1881. For examples of debates see
Freethought Review, I, 1 (October 1883), p.4; The Divine Origin of Christianity: debate
between M. W. Green and Charles Bright, Dunedin, [1883].
17 Freethought Review, II, 16 (January 1885), p.7.
18 Freethought Review, II, 16 (January 1885), pp.6-7.
19 Echo, 3 December 1881, p.3.
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midable talents. He was soon filling the large Tuam Street Theatre every
Sunday evening. Invited to Sydney in 1893 to run the Secular Society
there, he chose instead to stand as one of the Liberal candidates for the
Christchurch seat in the House of Representatives, alongside William
Pember Reeves. Collins served as a member of the House of Representatives from 1893 to 1896 and from 1899 to 1902. His later attempts to
return to the House failed, and he instead kept the cause of Freethought
alive in Christchurch, and issued a magazine, the Tribune, from 1907 to
1917. In 1919 he finally removed to Sydney, and thereafter Freethought
in the cathedral city collapsed.20
If Christchurch and Dunedin proved receptive to Freethought,
Auckland gained a reputation as 'a hard place to drive Freethought ideas
into people's heads'. Even in 1881 only sixteen people attended a meeting
which Archibald Campbell had arranged to resuscitate the Freethought
Association, and Campbell despaired of the situation.2' Three years later
a new start was made by a Rationalist Association, which was led by the
son of Justice Cooper, William Cooper (himself a lawyer) and a retailer,
W. C. Dennes. For a while it drew large crowds, and it utilised to the full
the Freethought itinerant lecturers who often made the city a port of call
en voyage between America and Australia. However it was not helped by
the existence of a liberal Christian tradition in the city, and by sectarian
tendencies among the freethinkers. Within a year the society had split
three ways, and one of the groups formed into a spiritualistic 'Physiological Association'.22 In 1885 its fortunes were restored as a result of
visits from Charles Bright and Gerald Massey, and the class-conscious
lectures of Joseph Evison and his magazine the Examiner, but
Freethought had disappeared from sight within three years.23
In Wellington, despite the presence of notable freethinking Members of
the House of Representatives, even less impression was made by
Secularism. A Freethought Association was commenced in July 1881, and
it was revivified as a Secular Society in May 1883. It was never very large,
and relied upon the support of the editor of the New Zealand Times, who
was more sympathetic towards Spiritualism than towards Freethought. By
the 1890s freethinkers were most likely to be found in the Sociological
Association.24 Some societies in smaller towns were very active. In Nelson,
a town with a long tradition of religious variety, Freethought appeared
quite early, and in Wanganui, with the encouragement of John Ballance

20 For Collins' life see E. Royle, Radicals, Secularists and Republicans, Manchester,
1980, pp.80-84; Cyclopedia of New Zealand, III (Canterbury), pp.89-90; K. Sinclair,
William Pember Reeves, New Zealand Fabian, London, 1965, pp. 190-2; DNZB, I, p. 170.
21 NZH, 21 May 1881, p.5.
22 Echo, 3 March 1883, p.2; Freethought Review, I, 14 (January 1884), p.8; I, 15
(February 1884), p.4.
23 See M. J. Powell, 'The Church in Auckland Society, 1880-1886', M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1970, pp.59-62.
24 Freethought Review, I, 10 (July 1884), pp. 5-6.
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and the newspaper proprietor, A. D. Willis, a very active society was
established, which published a reputable monthly journal, the Freethought
Review. The Review received reports of many small informal groups of
freethinkers in country districts and small towns including Palmerston
North, Feilding, Norsewood, Napier and Inglewood.
The development of Secularism culminated at Easter in 1884 when a
national conference in Dunedin established a 'New Zealand Freethought
Federal Union'. This body was the idea of the Dunedin Association, and
of its most prominent member Robert Stout, who had represented New
Zealand at the meeting of the Australasian Secular Association in 1883.
The New Zealand conference drew representatives from Dunedin,
Auckland, Wellington, Wanganui, Nelson, Picton and Woodville. At
their meeting in the Dunedin City Council Chambers, they adopted a
constitution, and elected Stout as President, Ballance as Vice-President
and T. C. Farnie from Dunedin as secretary. They also passed resolutions praising Sir George Grey, supporting the passage of the Oaths
Abolition Bill, and opposing the legislation on blasphemy. They ended
with a formal dinner, at which Charles Bright gave an address, and
agreed to meet at Wellington a year later.25 But in fact the Federal Union
never met again.
The statistics of the New Zealand census show that the impact of
Freethought, which first became apparent in 1881, reached a climax in
1891. (See the summary of census figures on p.81.) However institutionally
it began to decline after 1885. In the long term there were certain rather
unstable features about the Freethought Associations, which cannot have
helped their survival. Those who described themselves as freethinkers in
the census were almost all males. In an attempt to attract females the
Christchurch society offered them free membership.26 As these men
married or became more preoccupied with respectable family life, their interest in Freethought was bound to decline. Freethought also seems to have
had its greatest appeal among artisans and self-made or independent men.
Freethinkers were most numerous in boroughs like Brunner and
Palmerston North where there was a concentration of single men, and in
working class suburbs like South Dunedin and Sydenham. In 1891, when
0.72% of the population described themselves as freethinkers in the census, in South Dunedin 1.78% of the population aligned themselves with it,
while in Sydenham 1.34% and in Christchurch Central 1.31% admitted
their links.27 Among such men there was a strong emphasis on selfeducation and independent thinking, but they also aspired to self-respect
and political significance. Consequently the rather crude polemics
employed by Ivo (Joseph Evison) upset the leaders of Freethought.28 Stout

25 Freethought Review, I, 7 (April 1884), pp.6-7; NZH, 12 March 1884, p.5; 'Early
Dunedin Freethought', N.Z. Rationalist (July 1940), pp.5-6.
26 Freethought Review, I, 5 (February 1884), p.4.
27 New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings, 1891, part 3.
28 See Selby, Hinemoa, pp.76, 77; Rationalist, I, 20 (8 November 1885), p.l.
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lost much of his mana among freethinkers after he declined to support
Bradlaugh's campaign in favour of birth control, and then accepted
a knighthood.2'
Freethought appealed to its followers as a form of political radicalism.
A significant number of 'left liberals' had links with the movement.
Besides Stout and Ballance, sympathetic politicians included Robert
Pharazyn (1833-1896), a Wanganui runholder who sat in the Legislative
Council and there expressed radical views, and A. D. Willis, who succeeded
Ballance after his death as M.H.R. for Wanganui. Edward Tregear, who
later became the first Secretary of Labour, was also an active participant
in the movement.30 Such men sought to develop a consistent social and
political vision, and this led them to Freethought and other fashionable
causes. They were fiercely opposed to the squattocracy. They were not
socialists, but they argued in favour of land reform, and tended to be
very interested in Henry George's 'single-tax' philosophy, although they
often were dismayed by his anti-malthusianism.31 This combination of
beliefs and values is significant. Secularism was one of the logical
extremes of secular liberalism. However the freethinkers were scarcely
unique in these interests: 'ethical socialism' as preached by Edward
Bellamy and ideas about land reform were very common in latenineteenth century society. Freethinkers often found themselves allied
with Christians, for example in the Rev. W. A. Evans' 'Forward Movement' and in the campaign for Prohibition. Stout, as the protagonist of
such campaigns, was a faddist rather than a theorist, and he has been
fairly described as subscribing to a kind of 'moral evangelicalism'.32 Not
all freethinkers belonged to the 'left-liberal' camp. Joseph Evison, a
colourful newspaper columnist under the pen-names 'Ivo' and 'Phiz',
was a freethinker fiercely opposed to middle-class liberalism, and used
vitriolic language in his magazine to strike 'blows at Bigotry, Class
Tyranny and injustice', but he stood as a Conservative against Reeves
and W. W. Collins in the Christchurch election of 1893.33
Moreover politics was certainly not the whole of Freethought. There
was a definite search to establish an alternative culture, freed from the
trammels of Christian influence. The societies all tried to provide more
than just lectures. Debates, musical entertainment, balls, and picnics
(even held on Good Friday to the scandal of Christians) featured in the
programme of larger societies.34 In Dunedin and Christchurch the

29 Freethought Review, I, 10 (July 1884), p.ll; N. H. Sinnott, 'Joseph Symes in New
Zealand', N.Z. Rationalist and Humanist (May 1979), p.3. Selby, p.77.
30 See DNZB, II, pp.163-5, 395, 519.
31 Freethought Review, II, 22 (July 1885), p.12; II, 23 (August 1885), pp.2-3.
32 See Hamer, thesis, pp.47, 506-514; Bray, pp.27ff, 96; M. J. MacArthur, 'Collectivist
Tracts and Altruistic Sermons; a study of socialism in late nineteenth century New
Zealand', M.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1981.
33 Rationalist, I, 16 (11 October 1885), p.l; Sinclair, Reeves, pp.126, 190.
34 See Freethought Review, I, 1 (October 1883), p.5; I, 2 (November 1883), pp.5-6;
Lyttelton Times, 6 March 1893, p.6.
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societies were very proud of their Lyceums, which were secularist Sunday
schools. The Dunedin Lyceum Guide, which was influenced by the
writings of Andrew Jackson Davis, the American Spiritualist, aimed to
instil secular morals and natural harmonies by means of such catechetical
responses as:
Blessed are the faithful. . . .
Theirs is the republic of heaven.
Their secular alternative to baptism was 'frequent ablutions in pure
water'.35 In such catechisms there are echoes of the Christian message
which the freethinkers had purportedly rejected.
What significance can be attached to the brief flurry of Secularism in
late nineteenth-century society? Is there any relationship between the rise
of Freethought and the relative weakness of the churches in colonial
society?36 It is the word 'Secularism' which suggests this line of interpretation. The word 'secular' is customarily used to describe the weakening of
religion in modern societies, and the Secularists seem to be a symptom of
this tendency. The term 'Secularism' was chosen by freethinkers to
inculcate the idea that their movement represented the culmination of an
intellectual evolution towards a more rational, liberal, individualistic and
secular society, and this certainly was one of the movement's attractions.
(The Christian name for Freethought, Infidelity, had its own intellectual
presuppositions too.) However it is wiser to ignore the propagandist aspect
of such names, and to investigate how 'secular' New Zealand society was.
This is not the same as investigating whether the state was secular. The
intense discussions about 'secularisation', which have so preoccupied
many sociologists, are not just about church-state links. They are also
about the 'religiosity' within society. And this is very difficult to gauge.
The notion of secularisation is often regarded as one of the classic analyses
of scientific sociology, but the historian is bound to enquire what evidence
is sufficient to demonstrate the declining religiosity of a society, and how
this should be linked to its 'secularity'.37 In the New Zealand case, the low
levels of church attendance in the nineteenth century and the problems of
the churches in the late twentieth century suggest a possible interpretation,
but it is also apparent that intense moralism has played its part in the
course of the nation's development.
The fortunes of the Freethought movement are therefore a very interesting indication of the religious mood of New Zealand society. The
rise of the Freethought movement in the nineteenth century seems to
coincide strikingly with the crisis within the institutional churches, and

35 Dunedin Freethought Association, Lyceum Guide, Dunedin, 1881, pp.40, 49.
36 See H. Jackson, 'Churchgoing in Nineteenth-Century New Zealand', New Zealand
Journal of History, XVII (1983), pp.43-59.
37 For the debate on the issue of secularisation among sociologists, see B. R. Wilson,
Religion in Secular Society, London, 1966; D. Martin, A General Theory of Secularisation,
Oxford, 1978; and P. Glasner, The Sociology of Secularisation, London, 1977.
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the freethinkers were articulate spokesmen for the intellectual and moral
problems facing traditional Christianity. They seem to illustrate a drift
from a religious to a social or political focus in society. Thus the history
of Secularism may have a significance far beyond the importance of its
own achievements. In view of the relatively small numbers committed to
Freethought this interpretation must be treated with some circumspection, but it does suggest a fruitful line of enquiry.
What was Freethought? Was it a campaign for intellectual liberty?
Was it a crusade against Christianity and the churches? Was it a surrogate religion? In England the Freethought movement arrayed its forces
to attack and destroy the alliance of the Anglican Church and the rest of
the Establishment. Because of these links between church and state
Freethought, like the Nonconformist Disestablishment campaign, was at
once a religious and a political crusade. From its advent as a popular
movement consequent on the impact of Thomas Paine's Age of Reason,
Secularism was closely associated with radical politics. Richard Carlile,
Robert Owen and Charles Bradlaugh were all political radicals. G. J.
Holyoake's attempt to make Freethought more respectable was bitterly
opposed by Bradlaugh, and Bradlaugh's success owed much to his finding a constitutional platform upon which he could allow the word
'Freethought' to seem the epitome of true liberalism.38 Secularism has
been described as a kind of extreme wing of the Liberal Party. However
its political commitment was shared by many other groups. It was very
much a junior partner to the religious Nonconformists in its opposition
to the established church, and a minor wing of popular radicalism in its
libertarianism. One must emphasise that it was Gladstone, an earnest
churchman, who led the Liberal moves to reduce the Anglican exclusivism of English society. It may well be that the successes of English
Freethought were primarily a consequence of its political rather than its
religious goals.
The colony of New Zealand achieved self-governing status in the
period when British politics were resounding to demands to disestablish
the Church of England. Consequently the Church of England was never
established in the colony. Bishop Selwyn's salary was initially subsidised
by the Colonial Office, but the first Parliament declined to continue this
emolument. Roman Catholics and Protestant Nonconformists were
firmly opposed to any suggestion of an alliance of the state and the
Church of England. Bishop Selwyn for his own part forestalled proposals to subsidise all churches equally in the manner practised in the
Australian colonies. Inevitably some of the laws of the colony followed
the British model in acknowledging a Christian social order, notably

38 For the general development of Freethought see J. M. Robertson, A History of
Freethought in the Nineteenth Century, London, 1929, and D. Tribe, 100 Years of Freethought, London, 1967. For English Freethought see E. Royle, Victorian Infidels, Manchester, 1980; D. Tribe, President Charles Bradlaugh M.P., London, 1971; and S. Budd,
Varieties of Unbelief, London, 1977.
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marriage and divorce law, oaths sworn on the Bible, the laws against
blasphemy and Sunday trading. Moreover, despite some opposition, the
first Parliament had agreed to commence each day with the reading of
prayers.39 Yet these vestiges of the Christian state were minimal, and it
was much harder for the New Zealand Freethought movement to characterise itself as a persecuted victim than it was for its English namesake.
The New Zealand Freethought conference in 1884 did insist that 'we have
much to fight for yet', but the only grievance it identified was the laws
against blasphemy. Consequently Freethought never achieved much in
the political field.
This point needs some emphasis. Several historians of the 1877 Education Act have argued that the secularists were a third party in the
parliamentary debate on that Act, able in combination with Protestants
to prevent state aid to private schools, and in combination with Catholics
to prevent religious instruction in state schools. Now there is no doubt
that the freethinkers were glad of the secular clause of the 1877 Act, but
to describe them, as does John Mackey, as 'an agnostic group who . . .
became increasingly important as it [sic] assumed the role of arbiter and
referee' is nonsense historically, since no one had at that stage ever
publicly described himself as a freethinker, and no Freethought societies
existed.40 The secularists of the 1870s were those who opposed churchstate links, and most of them were nonconformist laymen.
Because their political concerns were neither especially unusual or
especially urgent, freethinkers faced a problem of their political raison
d'etre. The founding of the New Zealand Freethought Federal Union
was intended to focus their energies on attempting to separate church
and state, but the issues were not at all clear. In 1886 Charles Bradlaugh,
who was in the wake of his triumphant entry into the House of Commons, contemplating an Antipodean trip, was asked whether he would
lecture on Freethought while there. He replied:

I draw a great distinction between the line which I feel compelled to follow here
and the course I should pursue out there. When I went to America they were
amazed that I made no attacks on theology, but there is no parallel between the
state of affairs in America and the colonies and that which prevails [in Britain].
Here we have a privileged majority, and must be aggressive, because we are in a
minority. While out there, there is no state religion, and everyone pays for what
he likes. I do not see, therefore, why I should go in to denounce what is a matter
of free choice.
41

39 See G. A. Wood, 'Church and State in New Zealand in the 1850s', Journal of
Religious History, VIII (1975), pp.255-70.
40 J. Mackey, Making of a State Education System, London, 1967, pp.176-7. See also,
for the same point, R. P. Davis, Irish Issues in New Zealand Politics 1868-1922, Dunedin,
1974, p.79; C. McGeorge & I. Snook, Church, State and New Zealand Education, Wellington, 1981, pp.8-9. For Freethought's view of the act, see Freethought Review, I, 11
(August 1884), p.2.
41 NZH, 10 April 1886, p.5.
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In practice the freethinkers of New Zealand protested only about the Sabbatarian and blasphemy legislation, and convictions for offences against
these laws were extremely rare.
Yet the freethinkers were not contented with the religious condition of
the colony. For, as the censuses showed, the overwhelming majority of
the citizens of the colony professed adherence to one or other of the
churches, and religious issues were central in the debates over education
and liquor licensing which were such major issues in the colony. Jeanine
Graham reasonably comments: 'Christian faith and practice played a
fundamental role in the shaping of colonial society. Consciously or unconsciously the great proportion of the population acted according to
what was essentially a Christian code.' 42 These religious themes just
under the surface of New Zealand political life were irritating to freethinkers. Like secularists in America (where the state similarly had rather
tenuous links with religion and the churches) the New Zealand freethinkers considered it their duty to denounce religious bigotry, and to
weaken the hold of the church on society.
Secularists consciously saw themselves as the advance guard of the
future age. They and their ideas were one of the major currents within the
small university colleges and the intellectual community. John Macmillan
Brown and Alexander Bickerton at Canterbury College and Duncan
McGregor at Otago University were notable religious sceptics. Edward
Tregear's speculations about Maori mythology had obvious freethinking
assumptions. Robert Pharazyn's criticisms of the religious views of John
Stuart Mill were featured in one of the English journals.43 Moreover
William Pember Reeves was no churchman, and C. W. Richmond,
another notable politician, was a Unitarian, and was never seen in church.
Secularism was therefore current among the intellectual avant-garde.
However at lower reaches of society freethinkers faced greater struggles. Politicians found Freethought convictions inexpedient. There is no
evidence that any politician ever declined to take the oath on the Bible
when he took his seat in Parliament, except perhaps in the case of Stout
and W. W. Collins in 1894.44 John Ballance by the end of his life had
lowered his irreligious profile, and was described after his death as
'religious withal and never intruding his religious views on anyone'.45
There was a certain amount of criticism of freethinking public figures on
the popular platform and in the popular press. Robert Stout's religious

42 Oxford History of New Zealand, ed. W. H. Oliver with B. R. Williams, Oxford and
Wellington, 1981, p.128. See also P. J. Lineham, 'A Bible in the Baggage', Comment, n.s.,
XIII (1981), pp.23-27.
43 See Freethought Review, I, 10 (July 1884), p. 12.
44 See Journals of the House of Representatives, 1875, pp.12, 26; First Session of Ninth
Parliament, 1884, pp.2-3; and 1894, p.3, where the names of Stout and Collins appear out
of alphabetical sequence at the end of the list. For an allegation that Stout evaded the oath
of office see Echo, 11 December 1880, p.3.
45 DNZB, I, p.36. See also Lyttelton Times, 5 June, 7 June, 23 June, 1 July 1893, correspondence columns.
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views were inevitably the subject of invective from some of his political
opponents, particularly in 1884 when he stood for Parliament against a
sitting member who was a Church of Christ evangelist. However he did
win the seat despite the predominance of Presbyterian voters in the constituency.46 There was obviously some popular hostility to freethinkers,
but faced with a straight choice between a freethinker and a sectarian
Christian (as were the electors of Dunedin East in 1884) a secularist
reputation seems to have been a positive advantage. Mr Donelly M.H.R.
said publicly in 1882 that he would prefer a Secularist to a Roman
Catholic reputation.47
Inhabitants of country districts certainly found Freethought harder to
tolerate. In Patea a census enumerator refused to allow people to
describe themselves as freethinkers when they completed their forms,
and there were accusations of immorality and some unfair dismissals and
renting practices against freethinkers.48 Yet this persecution was rather
less serious than in England. Indeed Freethought had the appeal of pertaining to an independent intellectual elite, not the stigma of a subversive
minority, in the eyes of most people. This intellectual independence was
the central characteristic of Freethought. Secularist meetings were not
regularly well attended. A good speaker or a debate might draw a crowd,
but actual 'conversions' in such meetings tended to be few.49 It was the
exceptional person who changed from observer to supporter. The census
data suggests that local Freethought societies did not have the effect of
increasing the number of 'believers' in Freethought. Many freethinkers
brought their irreligious convictions with them from England. Published
propaganda was often an important factor, for most freethinkers were
avid readers. Newspaper accounts of scientific discoveries, and pamphlets critical of the veracity of the Bible helped to engender a certain
critical current in society. The Freethought societies realised this, and
they, like Christian tract distributors, were very active publishers. A
wealthy patron who used the nom-de-plume 'Blue Pencil' subsidised the
publication and distribution of many tracts in New Zealand.50 Nine thousand copies were sold of a local edition of Ingersoll's Mistakes of Moses
when it was published in Dunedin, and a number of local lectures by
Stout and others were also issued.51 The three Freethought newspapers
issued during the 1880s gained a reasonable circulation — up to 2000
copies in the case of the Echo — although they were never profitable.52

46 See Hamer, thesis, pp.2, 10, 73, 75, 508-10. See also Echo, 13 March 1880, and for his
constituency, J. A. Salmond, 'New Zealand and New Hebrides', in P. Munz, ed., The Feel
of Truth, Wellington, 1969, p.130.
47 Echo, 14 January 1882, p.2.
48 See Freethought Review, II, 16 (January 1885), p.6; Echo, 16 April 1881, p.2.
49 R. Stout, Inspiration, [Dunedin, 1880], pp.1-2.
50 See Freethought Review, II, 18 (March 1885), p.13.
51 Echo, 28 February 1880, p.2.
52 Echo, 3 April 1880; 17 July 1880, p.2; Stein, Bibliography, pp. 126-7; C.A., 'Early
Rationalist Journals', N.Z. Rationalist and Humanist (May 1977), pp.4, 13.
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Only the small core of the faithful wanted to read such literature regularly.
Perhaps the greatest advertisement for Secularism was the attitude of
the churches. For while some were disdainful, in New Zealand many
tended to be ferociously opposed to this enemy of true religion. Many
churchmen were rather prickly about criticism. The merest hint of
Freethought could be relied upon to provoke an impassioned sermon
defending the Faith. Some Christian reaction was intelligent and perceptive. A. R. Fitchett in Dunedin was recognised as a 'fair' opponent, and
the Rev. Edward Whitehouse, Anglican curate of Patea, delivered very
capable addresses in answer to Freethought literature from Wanganui.53
In Auckland a Christian Evidence Society was formed by leading churchmen of most of the Protestant denominations, and (like similar bodies in
Australia) it arranged serious but ardent lectures in defence of traditional
Christianity.54 However, clergy of the larger Protestant churches,
especially Anglicans with an establishment mentality, tended to be reluctant to pay any heed to secularist attacks.55 This 'religious establishment'
disdained to interact with the pollutions of wider society: to such clergy it
was futile and it was not dignified. The Catholic church was a rather
more active foe, although it regarded Freethought as a Protestant problem. In the era of Leo XIII, Father Le Menant des Chesnais lectured
extensively in the colony, exposing the errors of 'modern trends'.56
Indeed it was a problem characteristic of modern Protestant societies.
The most vocal defenders of the Christian faith from Secularism were
laymen like Sir William Fox, preachers from the smaller denominations,
and itinerant evangelists. In Christchurch the Rev. John Hosking, the
notable Free Methodist minister, attacked Freethought vigorously, as did
W. Corrie Johnson, the Independent Brethren evangelist. Such men
specialised in denouncing all religious beliefs other than their own. By
means of controversy they aimed to attract crowds to their services.57 In
Dunedin opponents included Alfred Brunton and Gordon Forlong, who
were Independent Brethren revivalists and M. W. Green, the evangelist
of the Church of Christ whose opposition to Stout extended to the
political arena and the school committee elections.58 Such men were very
happy to meet freethinkers in public debates, and such occasions, held

53 Echo, 20 May 1882, p.2; E. Whitehouse, Freethought, two lectures, Patea, 1885.
54 Powell, pp.59-62. W. Phillips, Defending 'a Christian Country'; churchmen and
society in New South Wales in the 1880s and after, St Lucia, Queensland, 1981, may serve
as a model for equivalent research in New Zealand.
55 See for example Lyttelton Times, 10 January 1893, p.3, and 12 January 1893, p.6.
56 Le Menant des Chesnais, Lectures on Liberty, Authority, Freethought, Socialism and
Atheism, Auckland, 1883.
57 For Johnson see his periodical Truth and Words of Grace, I (1892), pp.25, 85, 138,
193-201. For Hosking see Lyttelton Times, 25 February 1892, p.l.
58 G. Forlong, A Few Questions for Deists and Infidels, Marton, 1877; R. Stout, The
Resurrection of Christ, a reply to Messers Brunton and Forlong, Dunedin, 1881; The
Divine Origin of Christianity: debate between M. W. Green and Charles Bright, Dunedin,
[1883],
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before a huge crowd in the largest hall in town, were always colourful, if
indecisive, occasions.59
Yet one should not discount the seriousness of the issue of Freethought for popular revivalists. The movements had striking resemblances to each other. Like revivalists, Freethought lecturers often
followed a 'sawdust trail' through New Zealand, and in each small town
they would hire the public hall and hold meetings in which they sought to
make 'conversions'.60 Like revivalist groups, Freethought societies particularly welcomed foreign 'preachers', and many lecturers from Australia
in particular enjoyed visiting New Zealand, among them Charles Bright,
Joseph Symes, and the colourful Thomas Walker. Walker came as a
Spiritualist on his first two trips, but in 1885 he returned as an antispiritualist freethinker. His career had begun in Canada, but he fled
from there accused of killing someone on the steps of the Federal Parliament Building. He ended up as Attorney General of Western Australia.6'
In 1895 A. W. Moumerie, a former Professor of Logic and Metaphysics
at King's College, London, who had been dismissed for his heretical
opinions, made a lecture tour.62
Such polemicists inevitably gave Secularism a name for mounting an
anti-Christian campaign. Yet this approach had its inevitable dangers.
Professor Macmillan Brown chided Ballance in 1883 that 'he was turning
his anti-religion into a religion', and Ballance was eventually to admit the
validity of the criticism.63 The desire to destroy Christianity was implicit in
the New Zealand movement. It could not be a constitutional campaign for
the separation of church and state, for the two were relatively separate.
Yet in itself an anti-Christian campaign was not very satisfying. Most
freethinkers felt the need for some form of religiosity. Secularists often
indulged in semi-religious language and activity. Thomas Bracken's
hymn 'God of Nations' was sung at the opening of the Dunedin Freethought Lyceum in 1881.64 Similarly Archibald Campbell, hardened freethinker that he was, expressed a religious sentiment when he published
these lines:
There is a yearning, drawing power,
Diffused all nature through,
In every place, through every hour,
In things both old and new. . . .

59 See for example Freethought Review, I, 1 (October 1983), p.4; Green & Bright, The
Divine Origin of Christianity.
60 See Selby, p.77.
61 For Symes see N. H. Sinnott, 'Joseph Symes in New Zealand', N.Z. Rationalist and
Humanist, May 1979, pp.2-4; for Walker, Australian Dictionary of Biography, VI (1976),
pp.342-4; NZH 28 November 1885, p.5; 30 November 1885, p.4.
62 Lyttelton Times, 7 January 1893, p.4.
63 Memoirs of John Macmillan Brown, Christchurch, 1974, pp. 122-3.
64 Echo, 22 October 1881, p. 3.
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And even this, throughout all time,
Throughout th'eternal whole,
The universal tone of love
Remains the moving soul.65
The Freethought Associations tended to be surrogate churches. Some of
them conducted sanitised versions of Christian services, including infant
baptism. It was sometimes argued that the Associations should become
even more ecclesiastical, to attract tentative unbelievers who still felt a
hankering for Christian ministrations at times of need. In 1886 Coleman
Phillips published a Deist Book of Common Prayer in the hope that freethinkers would use it.66 These measures were rarely very satisfactory or
totally acceptable. Moreover it required mental skill to admire the person
of Jesus as a great human teacher, yet reject Christian spirituality. Consequently some secularists searched for an alternative form of secular
religion, and Theosophy owes much to the support of Annie Besant, the
wife of Charles Bradlaugh. In New Zealand, Spiritualism was quite common among freethinkers but in Dunedin Joseph Braithwaite eventually
severed his ties with the Association because he felt that it was intolerant
of his views. The Association was eventually destroyed by wrangling over
this issue.
Freethinkers always found it easier to agree on what they opposed than
on what they stood for. Their campaigns reacted to the content of Christianity, in particular to evangelical Protestantism, for most freethinkers
had been nurtured in this tradition. (The exception, Ivo, who had a
Catholic background, always acted out of step with the rest of the movement.) Consequently revivalist Protestantism and Freethought illustrated
the similarity which is characteristic of ideal opposites. In New Zealand
both movements became strong in the same decade, and each developed its
identity by opposing the other. Revivalism sought to 'hold the fort';
Freethought to storm the ramparts. Each needed the other, and each was
imitative of the other. In Auckland in October 1885 Rationalists and
Evangelicals held rival Sunday night meetings in public theatres on the
same subject: the evils of Roman Catholicism.67 There was a case in
Masterton where the husband attended a Freethought lecture while his
wife was at a revivalist meeting.68 This may have been typical of many
artisan households. Royle's analysis of English Secularism holds good
for New Zealand:

Although Secularism was in opposition to Christianity it at times seemed just
another religious group, a little more extreme than the latest Bible-based revivalist
65 Freethought Review, I, 3 (December 1883), p.7.
66 C. Phillips, The Book of Common Prayer . . . being an amendment of the present
Church of England service, Wellington, 1886.
67 NZH, 5 October 1885, pp.4-5. On revivalism see P. J. Lineham, There we found
Brethren, Palmerston North, 1977, pp.59-102.
68 Freethought Review, II, 24 (September 1885), p.7.
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sect, but nevertheless bearing strong resemblances to it. At other times Secularism
is best seen engaged in an antiphonal relationship with the churches, thriving on
their attacks, and feeding religious groups with a justification for their
existence.
69

Thus there is a problem in seeing the Freethought movement as
demonstrating the decline of the churches in nineteenth-century New
Zealand. Freethought represents a trend, but it is only one trend among
several. In fact as a trend it is very ambiguous, for the Table shows a
decline in the numbers of freethinkers recorded in the census after 1891,
and especially after 1916. After 1887 almost all the Freethought societies
collapsed, either from neglect or (in the case of Dunedin) from disputes
over Spiritualism. The single exception was in Christchurch, where the
continued commitment of W. W. Collins kept Freethought alive. However, its influence must have been slight there. Early Christchurch
socialists were remarkably religious; it is in Auckland, where Freethought was weak, that many socialists were atheists.70 Elsewhere it
simply faded out. Yet at the same time the figures of those describing
themselves as agnostics, atheists and adherents to no religion grew
steadily (with a brief reversal in the censuses of 1921 and 1926) and eventually overshadowed the numbers professing Secularism. Thus while
Freethought sought to be a nurse to irreligion, it failed to inspire unbelievers. The revival of Rationalism after Joseph McCabe's visit in the
1920s and the establishment of the New Zealand Rationalist Association
in Auckland did not significantly reverse this trend.71 If the churches
complain of declining numbers, they should be grateful that they have
not declined as much as Rationalism has.
It is not difficult to discern the reasons for the decline of Freethought.
The flourishing of Secularism throughout the western world in the 1880s
coincided with the publicity surrounding Bradlaugh's case. Its decline set
in as the case was forgotten. Furthermore, the crisis experienced by many
churchmen in the seventies and eighties over the conclusions reached by
the German biblical critics, and over the Darwinian view of natural
origins, slowly subsided, and the view became widespread that Christianity did not need to be strictly defined according to the letter of Scripture. The polemic of Freethought thus began to seem curiously shallow.
Secularism was thus the first victim of 'secularisation'. Secularisation
must be carefully defined if it is to be seen as an overarching pattern in

69 Royle, Radicals, p. 3.
70 See E. W. Plumridge, 'Labour in Christchurch; community and consciousness 19141919', M.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1979, pp.19-20, 37-46, 154-5. The thesis
does not mention Collins or Freethought, and shows the religious links of Christchurch
Labourites. For Auckland see B. Gustafson, Labour's Path to Political Independence,
Auckland & Oxford, 1980, p. 120.
71 See J. O. Hanlon, 'Recollections of a Rationalist', N.Z. Rationalist and Humanist
(May 1977), pp.1-2; A. E. Carrington, 'Rationalism in Auckland, struggles and
achievements', ibid (August 1977), pp. 1-2, 4.
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modern society. It seems to cover such a range of trends that any definition tends to be extremely vague.72 The rise of Freethought illustrates one
aspect of the tendency — the growing acceptability of public criticism of
Christianity — but not the other feature usually associated with it, the
decline of the church. Secularism, as has already been shown, rose in
company with revivalism. It stimulated scepticism, but it also stimulated
interest in and knowledge of Christianity.
This was the case in the nineteenth century. Forty years later the two
tendencies reappeared in a different relationship. The nineteenth-century
desire for 'secular education' was diluted with the spread of Bible in
Schools. John A. Lee was far more conscious that his Secularism was an
electoral disadvantage than ever Stout had been. The grand-nephew of
the great mid-Victorian Secularist, G. J. Holyoake, Keith Holyoake,
made a public display of his conventional religiosity. Meanwhile the
churches' impact on society was gradually weakening. Most Victorian
Christian laymen favoured the introduction of the secular state, but after
an initial period of awkwardness, most churchmen learnt to cope with
their new role, and began to assert relentless pressure on the state to continue to enforce morality. However, they had to accept that theirs were
not the only voices to which the state had to listen. It was Catholics and
to a lesser extent Anglicans who were least able to accept the idea of a
secular state. The Tablet was outraged when Stout was appointed
Attorney General in 1878:

Were Christianity any longer more than a name among us such appointment
would meet with indignation throughout New Zealand. But Christianity, we fear,
is no more than a name here. . . . Then, since the colony seems about to renounce
the Christian religion, let it be congratulated on our new Attorney General.
73

But such a sectarian view of the state was consciously anachronistic to
most Protestants. Freethought had arisen at a time when liberalism was
in the ascendant, and traditional Christianity and its establishment in disarray. The cultural, religious and political trends of the 1880s all encouraged it. For a few years it seemed like a tide carrying all before it.
But then the tide went back. Theoretical liberalism was replaced by
something more pragmatic. Eventually the Labour Party was carried forward on the currents of moralism and idealistic politics. Before that it
was moralists of the religious kind who led the attempts to purify New
Zealand. Robert Stout found in the end that his only allies were not the
mainstream liberals but the churchmen whose religion he disdained.
In a sense the rise of Secularism was part of a world-wide phenomenon,
and so was its decline. Yet its decline was rather more dramatic in New
Zealand than elsewhere. This decline coincided with the appearance of a
stronger religiosity and moralism as a cultural force. One may suggest

72 See L. Shiner, 'The concept of Secularisation in Empirical Research', reprinted in
Sociological Perspectives, ed. K. Thompson & J. Tunstall, London, 1970.
73 Cited by C.A., 'Early Rationalist Journals', p.4.
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that religion became more important in New Zealand society by the turn
of the century. The absence of a religious establishment was a cornerstone of this new social pattern. For the secularists were wrong to assume
that a secular state was one in which there was no passionate interest in
religion. The debates over Bible in schools and prohibition illustrate the
potential for protestant religiosity in a secular society. The first response
to the advent of a secular state was the Freethought movement. It was the
first fruit, but also the first victim.
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TABLE
NON-RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONS IN THE CENSUS OF THE
EUROPEAN POPULATION OF NEW ZEALAND, 1871-1981

Year

1871
1874
1878
1881
1886
1891
1896
1901
1906
1911
1916
1921
1926
1936
1945
1951
1956
1961
1966
1971
1976
1981

Rationalists,
Unitarian
No
Secularists &
Freethinkers Agnostics Atheists Religion Spiritualist & Deist
73
199
584
2518
4114
4540
4175
2895
3378
5019
5065
1639
1375
2991
5972
5862
2849
956*
1696
1289t
1619
1257

33
207
322
562
552
734
618
652
726
804
1499
1544
2083
1748
2288
4960
9481
14136
24201

77
4
49
30
122
58
668
105
1269
123
1554
117
910
80
1229
101
4474
111
4184
115
3919
191
254
2838
4292
599
11038
1654
11475
5520
2977
12651
3359* 17486
32780
5474
57485
9291
14283 101211
21528 167817

47

52
146
252
339
376
499
1054
1197
1302
1510
1271
1261
763
717
748
683
843
1015
1731
2418

377
467
550
549
359
421
527
827
1316
1402
1423
1024
689
417
478
476
468
507
481
515
564

Source: Department of Statistics, N.Z. Census Replies to question on Religious Profession.
Post 1945 Figures include Maoris,
t Humanists are added from this point.
* From 1961 the Statistics Department counted freethinkers as atheists.

Graph: Secularists and all 'non-religious' professions relative to the European
population of New Zealand, 1871-1945.

